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Press the Power/SOS button (on/off) 
(on the side) for 5 - 8 seconds to 
start the device.  The mini gps 
tracker may need charging if it 
doesn’t switch on at all.

Launch the App.
The ID is the number provided with 
the mini gps tracker, on the silver 
barcoded sticker on the box.The 
default password for the App is 
123456 (This can be changed)

Login to App

Set up emergency numbers

Download App
You can 
download the 
App from
“Play Store” for

Android, and the Apple Store
for iOS,  by searching for 
“YUE Tracker”. 

Getting started

How does the button work?

Before you start
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Start with setting up the SOS button 
number.  Select “Emergency 
number” under Settings on the App 
and input the Mom & Dad’s 
phone number.                 
Now, when you long press the 
power/SOS button, it will begin to 
call Father’s number, if the father 
doesn’t answer the call goes onto 
Mother’s number. 

Note: Voicemail is registered as 
a call being answered. 

The Simcard

Email hello@pingme-gps.com to register your PingMe. 
We will then supply you with your 1 year warranty for the mini 
gps tracker.

Register your PingMe

Your mini tracker will use both Data (GPS) and Airtime (Voice). 
You can top this up as: Pay as you go, or get in touch to go on contract.
You can buy airtime on all banking apps e.g. Absa, FNB, Investec etc.

Top up

This box contains an activated micro sim - carefully open the side slot 
and insert the simcard (chip side on the top) into the mini gps tracker. 
Make sure you top it up with airtime before you start.

* Your PingMe is NOT waterproof * 
By purchasing this product you’re accepting our Terms & Conditions available on our website

Switch mini tracker on

Indicator 
light

078 346 7787

078 234 3746

Go ahead and complete 
the Whitelist, which will prevent 
identifiable numbers from coming 
through, however ‘No Caller ID’ or 
‘Private numbers’ are undetectable 
and will currently get through. 

Power/SOS 
Button

Accessory cable
USB Charger 

port

SIM card slot 
cover

1. Press power button 
for 3-5 seconds to 
power on the device
(Switch off device using
Remote shutdown in 
the App)

2. Once on. Press and 
hold the on Button to 
send make SOS call

* This device auto-
answers, so there is no 
need to press the button 
to answer a call
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How to Charge
Connect one end of the USB charging cable  (1) to the USB port into 
the allotted slot on the side of the mini GPS tracker as pictured below. 
(Usually needs 2-3 hours for charging fully.)

(1)
(2)

Live Tracking
Tap the “Live Tracking” button 
on the App. The position of the 
mini tracker will be returned 
and indicated on the map by 
way of an arrow.

Depending on the location of the mini tracker, 
the PingMe makes use of 3 different technologies to try pin-point the 
position, which will be labelled on the flyout on the map. It will start with:
1. GPS - this is mainly for outdoor positioning, 5m - 15m accuracy.
2. LBS (GSM), mainly for indoor positioning - 500m to 3km accuracy.
3. Wifi mapping, for indoor positioning, it supports the triangulation
used with the aforementioned technologies.
Both the LBS and Wifi mapping are ‘Area indicators’ of the child’s 
whereabouts. Even though it is not as accurate, it could be a 
valuable starting point.

Mini Tracker Dimensions

Keeping families connected

You’re not the only one asking questions, 
so we’ve compiled a list of FAQ’s or get your hands on 

the user manual on our website www.pingme.co.za 

Prefer to speak to real people?
Contact us at hello@pingme-gps.co.za  

No connectivity?

Reception

Don’t worry - its normal, your PingMe might just need a jump start.
Make sure the mini tracker is topped up with airtime.

Send a text message 
to the device:

Topped up with airtime?

Is the sim in correctly? 
Try re-inserting
Try the sim in another
device to see if it has signal
and if it can make & receive 
calls & text messages

and email the text 
response to us
The time would be 
automatically 
set correctly

123456,ts#pw,

Yes No

‘Not enabled’ or ‘Offline’ message in the App

We’ve selected a Vodacom sim for you, based on 
our experience with network coverage, we felt it was a good

choice, as our PingMe is only as good as the connection.
You may however find that your area is more condusive with

another provider, and you’re welcome to swap out the 
micro sim with a provider of your choice.

Please note: if your sim is not used for 3 months,
the number will be given to another customer.  So its important to make
AND receive at least 1 call every 3 months to keep your number active.
This is enforced by the telecoms, and has nothing to do with PingMe.

Wifi

40 mm

38 mm

15 mm

While charging the light 
indicator will switch on, 
once battery fully charged 
the light indicator will 
switch off.  Do not charge 
for more than 3 hours at a 
time. And be sure to have 
the device switched off 
when charging.


